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CGI has a Digital Strategy and Transformation Approach

focused on all three areas of transformation.

Digital is re-orienting the mind-set of organizations
When it comes to digital transformation, technology is only part of the answer.

Realizing the promise of digital requires transformation across three areas—organization, business model and 

technology.
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Change the game

• Optimize the customer experience 

across all touch points

• Make decisions based on insights

• Increase innovation and collaboration

• Create new market opportunities, 

products and services

• Explore new business models

• Think outside-in, partner more

• Simplify

• Speed up and become agile

Leverage new technology

• Move to real time integrated operations

• Automate as much as possible

• Leverage new technology

• Take advantage of connectivity and cheaper economics

Change organization

• Evaluate your leadership

• Revise structure

• Adjust appetite to risk

• Modernize the culture and 

environment

• Enable the curious employees

• Make decisions based on insights

• Encourage innovation and 

collaboration



What do we architect?

Internal structure of 

software Software CI/CD pipelines

IT infrastructure for 

application landscape Embedded systems

Integrated software 

systems Enterprise IT systems Outsourcing services The world’s largest robot
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When do we architect?

Traditional governance

Project

Lean/Agile governance

Architectural Epic

TransformConstructElaborateConceive

Funnel Backlog Analysis Implement
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Definition of Solution

Changes: solution elements are created, 

modified or removed

Delivered: coordination depends on 

governance model:

• agile or traditional

• value stream, program or project

• contractual or otherwise

Defined: depends on governance model:

• Epic / set of (user) stories

• Program / project definition

• Contract

• Change request

Solution: a coherent set of changes delivered to meet a defined set of stakeholder needs
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How do we architect?

Architecture as a stream of design decisions lowers the 

cost of change:

• Convey rationale and options

• Convey changes and implications

• Deal with changing context

• Shorter feedback loop

Knowing the “Why?” behind an architectural decision is 

key to revisiting that decision when things change
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Why do we architect?

Architecture’s primary business goal is risk 

and cost reduction, and it works.

Projects that apply architecture practices have:

• Reduced uncertainty in feasibility of solution

• Reduced risk of delivery troubles

• Better predictability of solution cost

• Less budget overrun

Source: Raymond Slot

“Architecture is about the important stuff.

Whatever that is.”



The Architecting Microcycle

Workflow for architectural decision making
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Identify & 
prioritize

architectural 
concerns

Research 
possible 

strategies

Decide best 
fitting 

strategy

Architectural concerns

(backlog)
Architectural

decisions
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Cone of Uncertainty

Evolution of amount of uncertainty 

(in solution life cycle)

Cone is narrowed by:

• Research

• Decision making

Architecture narrows the cone by researching 

strategies to architectural concerns and 

making architectural decisions.

Source: Steve McConnell, Barry Boehm

t
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Architectural Decisions 

throughout the life cycle

All architectural decisions are based 

on incomplete information…

…and the highest impact decisions 

are taken while the least factual 

knowledge is available.

Source: Philippe Kruchten

Architecture decision impact Available knowledge

# Decisions

Cone of uncertainty

t
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Who is the architect?

• “Emerge” does not imply “without thinking”, 

“for free” or “magically”.

• It does stimulate re-thinking ownership of 

architectural decisions.

Source: Stefan Toth

Classic architecture: broad standardization

Hard rules Left open

Responsibility: Architecture Responsibility: Developers

Evolutionary architecture: eventual integrity

Hard rules Left open

Responsibility: Architecture

Responsibility: Developers

Suggestions



No ‘named’ architect Architecture marshalls Architecture owner Classic architect

Architecture is teamwork

Levels of distributed architectural ownership

13 Source: Stefan Toth
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Crowd-sourced Centralized

Project size

Different locations

Domain expertise

Architecture base

External dependencies

Familiarity, experience

Discipline

Organizational context



The life and times of an architecture
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t

Birth: from stakeholder need to solution concept

Graduation: making the business case

Marriage: committing to the architecture

Career and home life

Children: revolutionary changes

Legacy



Birth

Solution concept

Typical concerns

• What do the stakeholders need?

• How can we give it to them?
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Typical output

• Business goals

• Scope

• First solution concept



Birth

Solution concept

Typical concerns

• What do the stakeholders need?

• How can we give it to them?

Traditional

• Project Brief

• Inception

• Solution Outline
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Typical output

• Business goals

• Scope

• First solution concept

Lean/Agile

• Capture

• Funnel



Graduation

Business case

Typical concerns

• Is it worth doing this?

• Are we confident risks and costs are 
under control?
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Typical output

• Business case

• Solution design

• Delivery concept



Graduation

Business case

Typical concerns

• Is it worth doing this?

• Are we confident risks and costs are 
under control?

Traditional

• Project Initiation Documentation

• Elaboration

• Architectural Design
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Typical output

• Business case

• Solution design

• Delivery concept

Lean/Agile

• Value statement, ROI

• Refine understanding

• Analysis



Tip: document this evidence in 

architectural views that address 

uncertainty-related concerns:

• Operational View

• Delivery Breakdown View 
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Graduation

• Stakeholder(s) funding solution 

(project/epic) agree that uncertainty 

in risk and cost is below a threshold

• Architecture is (part of) evidence that 

threshold is reached

Cone of uncertainty

Budget 

approval

Acceptable risk threshold

Graduation: making the business case

t



Marriage

Committing to the architecture

Typical concerns

• How confident are we about this 
architecture?

• What are the alternatives?
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Typical output

• Comparative / trade-off analysis

• Elaborated solution design

• Design review



Marriage

Committing to the architecture

Typical concerns

• How confident are we about this 
architecture?

• What are the alternatives?

Traditional

• Project Initiation Documentation

• Elaboration

• Critical Design Review
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Typical output

• Comparative / trade-off analysis

• Elaborated solution design

• Design review

Lean/Agile

• Refine understanding

• Review

• Evaluation
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Marriage

Cost of change to architecture quickly 

grows after a point in time, e.g.:

• Size of realization  refactoring

• Divestments in training, 

development environment, third 

party products/commitments

t

Cost of architecture change

Cone of uncertainty

Realized solution

Marriage: committing to the architecture

Tip: organize independent architecture 

assessment before crossing this line

• Cf. Kahneman “Outside View”

• E.g. ATAM



Business Criticality
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Marriage preparation

How many architectural decisions before commitment?

Cost of architecture change

Source: Barry Boehm

Cost of architecture change
# Decisions

# Decisions

Marriage

Size

Volatility

Higher

Lower

Lower

Higher

Smaller/Simpler Larger/Complexer

Marriage



Architectural Decision Making

Timing of architectural decisions

Certainty of correct architectural decision depends on knowledge:

• relative cost of the alternative solutions

• value and impact on the business

• delivery times

Timing architectural decision is balancing risk, cost and delivery time:

• too little information  risk of not meeting key requirements

• waiting too long  project delays, wasted resources

There's an art of knowing when.

Never try to guess.

Toast until it smokes and then

twenty seconds less.

- Pat Hein

t

RiskCost of delay

Cost + Risk

Decision

time



Career and Home Life

Fulfilling the architecture

t
Cone of uncertainty

Realized solution

Career: fulfilling the architecture
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Career and home life

Health and Debt Control

What’s in your backlog? 

(or Work Breakdown Structure / Project 

Portfolio / Change Requests)

New features

Added 

functionality

Architectural,

Structural 

features

Defects Technical Debt

Visible Invisible

Positive

Value

Negative

Value

Source: Philippe Kruchten



Health and Debt Control using SCRUM & RCDA
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Health and Debt Control

Architecture Roadmapping with Just Enough Anticipation

Just Enough Anticipation 

achieved by:

• Dependency Analysis

• Technical Debt Control

• Economic Reasoning

28

Source: Nanette Brown, Rod Nord, 

Ipek Ozkaya
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Summary

Digital Transformation Affects How We Architect

Shorten the architectural feedback loop

Prioritize by economic impact

Just Enough Anticipation

Architecture is teamwork

Architecture as a stream of design decisions

Risk, Cost, Value

Minimal Architecture

Crowd-source architecture when possible



Our commitment to you
We approach every engagement with one objective 

in mind: to help clients succeed
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